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Abstract 
(X,,),, ~,2,. is a sequence of independent, identically distributed random vectors in ~2. Say X,, 
is a record if there is a record simultaneously in both coordinates at index n. The total number 
of records of a sequence is frequently finite so we consider the behaviour of the records in 
a fixed rectangle A conditional on there being a large number of records NA in the rectangle. 
We join the records up to form a random parametrized curve, and prove that, under suitable 
conditions, as the number of records in the rectangle goes to infinity the random curves converge 
conditionally in probability to a non-random limit parametrized curve, which we characterize, 
We also prove a large-deviation result for the random curves. 
Keywords. Extreme values; Hazard measure; Large deviations; Limiting curve; Multivariate re- 
cord values; Order statistics 
1. Introduction 
¢y(1) y(2)h for n = 1, 2 . . . . .  be independent identically distributed (l id) Let X,, := ~-,n , l , ,  j,
NZ-valued random vectors with common distribution F. We are interested in the records 
of such a sequence. For N-valued random variables, it is clear what the definition of  
record has to be but in higher dimensions that is no longer the case. Many definitions 
are possible, some with applied appeal and some with mathematical significance. How- 
ever the following definition, based on the natural partial ordering of  R2, has allowed 
the most mathematical progress: say Xn is a record if there is a record simultaneously 
in both coordinates, that is, X~ ') > V]- , '  x )  ') and X~ 2) > VT-,' x )  2)" For a detailed 
discussion of  this and other notions of  multivariate records, see Goldie and Resnick 
(1989), Gnedin (1994a) and Goldie and Resnick (1995). 
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We define relations and operations among vectors componentwise. For example, 
x Vy  := (x (1) V y(]),x (2) V y(2)), 
x < y means x(~) <5 y(]), x(2) < y(2), 
and so on. Thus, in this notation, X, is a record if X, > Vi~-i I Xi. 
Now consider records falling in a given closed rectangle A with sides parallel to 
the coordinate axes. Let X0 := -oo  and I J  :--- 0. For n = 1,2 . . . . .  the indices when 
records occur are 
m--I 
j=  1 
Here in f  ~ := oo. For n = 1,2 . . . . .  the sequence o f  record values in A is 
+o0 i fd  = o~, 
RAn:= Xd i f / .  A <oc .  
The total number of records in A is NA := sup{n : I2 < oc}. From now on we omit 
the superscript A in R~. 
Many properties of records are governed by the hazard measure H defined by 
F(dx)  P(X1 E dx) 
H(dx)  .-- 
1 - F (x - )  P({X1 < x} c) 
For instance, according to Goldie and Resnick (1989, Theorem 2.1), P(NA < oo) = 
1 or P(NA = oe) = 1 according as H(A) < oe or H(A) = oe. In fact, it is typical that 
N~2 < oe, i.e., there is only a finite number of  records; (see Goldie and Resnick, 1989, 
Theorem 2.1; Gnedin, 1994b). That is the case, for example, when F is any bivariate 
normal whose correlation is not ÷1 (Gnedin, 1994c). Although the sequence of record 
values is known to be a Markov process (Goldie and Resnick, 1989, Theorem 2.6), 
little else is known about it and that coupled with the fact that the total number of  
records is typically finite led us to wonder what is the behaviour of  the record sequence 
if we force a large number of  records to occur in a compact box A. We prove that under 
fairly general sufficient conditions a parametrized curve based on the records converges 
in probability, conditionally on NA = n, as n --+ oe, to a non-random limit curve. 
We are also interested in how many records occur in A when H(A) < oe. The 
random variable NA is then known to be sub-Poisson (Goidie and Resnick, 1989, 
Section 2) in the sense that P(NA = j)<~cP(N = j )  for a constant e, where N is 
Poisson with parameter H(A). Consequently, P(NA > j)<.cP(N > j). Is the tail of 
NA Poisson-like, as for the numbers of  records falling in a chosen region in [~, or 
asymptotically smaller? NA is inextricably bound up with where the records fall in A 
when many of them do so, so we must find out about the latter to get information 
about the former. 
In Section 2 we show how the problem of convergence to the non-random limit 
curve may be reduced to where a large number of  iid A-valued random variables 
ZI . . . . .  Z,  fall, given that they are ordered (Theorem 2.2). The common distribution 
of  the Zi is proportional to the hazard measure obtained from the common distribution 
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of the Xi. Thus, it will not be a product distribution, even if the distribution of the 
Xi is. 
An outline of the paper and its other main results is as follows. In Section 3 we 
prove (Theorem 3.2) that random parametrized curves based on the Zy converge to 
a non-random limit, and in Section 4 (Theorem 4.1) we characterize the limit as the 
solution to a variational problem, and prove various properties of it. In Section 5 we 
establish the large-deviation behaviour of the random curves, and evaluate the rate 
of decay of the probability that Zj . . . . .  Zn are totally ordered (all in Theorem 5.1). 
Section 6 is then devoted (Theorems 6.1 and 6.3) to the application of the foregoing 
to the case of records, which is straightforward. We find that the tail of NA is strictly 
sub-Poisson; in fact, it is roughly like the probability that two independent Poisson 
random variables are both large. 
Lemma 3.11, in Section 3, is also of independent interest. Given positive numbers 
pL,. .... Pk, with sum 1, which have logarithms that are not allowed to vary by too 
much, it gives sharp upper and lower bounds on any partial sum of the p/. 
In each of Sections 2-6 the proofs and associated lemmas are held over to the end 
of tlhe section. So for an overview of the results of the paper discussed so far, one can 
just read the conclusions and discussion at the start of each of Sections 2-6. 
A parallel and independent treatment of the problem is in Deuschel and Zeitouni 
(1995). Their results and ours complement each other very satisfactorily, as follows. 
(a) They allow non-unique limit curves, while we provide a natural sufficient con- 
dition for a unique limit. 
(b) They work with non-parametrized curves, and their limits are therefore the traces 
of ours on the set d. Our parametrized limits provide extra information about what 
proportion of the underlying observations gives rise to each portion of the limit-trace, 
(c) They explore the variational problem that the limit curves solve, and exhibit a 
number of examples. 
(,d) We explore large deviations. 
(e) We apply the various theorems for ordered random variables (the Z/) to records 
(the Xd). 
(f) They apply their results to the problem of the longest increasing subsequence 
of lid points in the plane, gaining thereby a very interesting eneralization of the 
celebrated result of Vershik and Kerov on the longest increasing subsequence in a 
random permutation. 
In the latter half of Section 4 we discuss the relation between Deuschel and Zeitouni's 
non-parametrized limit curve and ours. Some observations about our condition for 
uniqueness of the limit curve are in Remark 3.9. 
We denote the Borel a-algebra on a topological space S by ?d(&~). 
2. Reduction to ordered iid rvs 
Fix finite a < b in R z and set A = [a,b] := {x : a<<.x<~b}. Define the avoidance 
junction Q by 
Q(B) := P(N8 = O) (B E ~(~2)), 
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the probability of no records in B. It is characterized in Theorem 2.4 of Goldie and 
Resnick (1989). Denote by 
A (") := {(xl . . . . .  x , )  EA" :x l  < ... < x,} (2.1) 
the set of all strictly increasing sequences of length n in A, and temporarily set x0 := a, 
x#+l := b. Then in terms of Q and H the joint distribution of the records in A is 
P(RI E dxl . . . . .  R, C dx,,NA = n) 
n 
= H(dxl  ) . . "  H(dx,) I I  Q((xi, xi+l )) ((xl . . . . .  x,, ) c A (')) (2.2) 
i=0 
(Goldie and Resnick, 1989, Theorem 2.6), where (a,b) denotes the open rectangle 
{x :a  < x < b}. It follows that 
n 
P(NA : n) : / H(dz l ) - - '  H(dz , )  H Q((zi, Zi+l )). 
dA (n) i=0  
Now although Q can be calculated as an infinite series, it is difficult to compute 
explicitly in closed form and thus it is difficult to work with (2.2) directly. Fortunately, 
however, we can neglect Q in the formulae for the limit curve as we shall shortly prove. 
Define [-x] := min{n 6 ~ : n>>-x} for x~>0. The most straightforward way to present 
the record values in A as a parametrized curve is to consider RFNA. ] :-- (R[pNA ] )0~<p~<l, 
with the convention R0 := a. This is a random element of DL, the space of non- 
decreasing functions g : [0, 1] --+ ~2 that are left-continuous on (0,1] and have g(0) = 
a and g(1 )< b. On DL we shall need a uniform metric 
pu(f ,g) := sup ] f (p ) -g (p) ]  ( f ,  gEDL) ,  
0~<p~<l 
where ]. I is the maximum norm in ~2: Ix] = [(x¢l),x<2))[ := Ix ¢l)] V Ix<2) I.
Our final convergence results, Corollary 4.3 and Theorem 6.1, will be given in terms 
of the above space, but for intermediate working the most natural parametrization turns 
out to be in terms of inverses, as follows. 
Write a = (a~l),a~2)), b = (b~l),b ~2)) and for i = 1, 2, let D~ ) be the space of right- 
continuous proper distribution functions concentrating on [a <i), b(i)]. Our main space of 
r)~l). ,-,~2) On DR define a 'L rvy '  metric parametrized paths will be DR := ~R >~t-'R • 
Pc(f,  g) := max(p(L j )(f( i),  g(l)), p(LZ)(f(2), .q~2))), 
where f = (f~l),f¢2)), g = (g¢l),g(2)), and 
p(i)~f(i),.,(i) inf{s > O:f( i ) (x -- C) C~g(i)(x)~f(i)(x+e)+e for all x C ~}. L ~,J ~1 ) :=  
The metric space (DR, PL) is then compact. The Borel a-algebra ~(DR)  is that gen- 
erated by the PL topology. We also note that DR is a convex set in that probability 
mixtures pf+(1 -p )g  of elements of DR remain elements of DR. Hence, it will make 
sense for functionals on this space to be described as concave, linear, etc. 
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We may embed DR into the space MAt of probability measures on A. Thus, for 
any f = ( f ( i ) , f (2))  C DR, let #( f )  := #ll)(f( l))  x It(2)(f (2)) where it(i)(.f (i)) is the 
measure on [a(i),b (i)] determined by 
t.t(ii(.f(i))[a(i),x] := f(i)(x) (a (i) <~x~b(i)). 
Then pL~convergence in DR is equivalent to narrow convergence of the corresponding 
product measures in MA t . 
We shall also need a uniform metric on DR, namely 
Pu( f ,g)  := max(P(ul)(f(I),g(I)),P(u2)(f(2),g(2))), 
where p~u' ) and p(2)are the uniform metrics on D(R 1) and D(R 2), respectively. Recall that 
i f f  belongs to the set C of  continuous elements of DR, then p,-convergence to f is 
equivalent o pL~convergence to f .  
Given a finite non-empty collection xl . . . . .  x,, of points in A, we define e(xl . . . . .  x , )  
DR by e(xl . . . . .  x,)  = (e(I),e (2)) where e (1) and e (2)) are the empirical distribution 
functions of  the 1 and 2 components of the x /= (xll),X(/2)): 
e(i)(t) :=  - |{x l i )~t} (i = 1,2; t E ~). 
/7 
j--I 
The parametrized path joining the records is defined as L := e(Ri . . . . .  RN, ) if NA > O. 
If NA = 0 put L : :  (1[~.~,o~3, l[a~2),oo)), say. So L is a random element of DR, 
Remark 2.1. Taking a componentwise inverse of a parametrized path as defined here 
retrieves our first notion of parametrized path. Thus, for f -- ( f~), f~2))  ~ DR define 
f~  = (.f~l)~ f~2)~) by 
f~i)~(p):=inf{t.a(i)<<,t<<,b (i), f~i)(t)>~p} ( i=  1,2; 0~<p~<l). (2.3) 
Then f~ E DL. Further, one may check that, on the event N4 > 0, L -  is Rfx, 1. 
Theorem 2.2. Assume 0 < H(A) < ~ and that H has bounded densi O, h on A. Let 
Zi,  Zz, . . .  be iid random vectors with common distribution 
H(dz)  1 "'~ (2.4) P(Z~ ~ dz)- H~.At~j. 
Let Z(')<,, -.~ .. .  -.~<'7C/)~,, be the ZI",...,~,,7'i) in increasing order, and set Z,','o ) := a 'i~, 
Z~il,+t := b (i'. Suppose that, for each c > O, 
(1) (I) s[Z1 < < Z~ --+ 0 (n ~ cxD). (2.5) P (z ' . . :+ , -  z ' . / )  > . . .  
j=O 
Define M,, := e(Zi . . . . .  Z,) ,  and on DR define probability laws lan, v,, by 
/~,(B) := P( M,  E B I Z1 < ""  < Z,, ), 
v , (B ) :=P(LEB INA=n ) (BE,~(Dr~)). 
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Then 11#, - v, llvar --+ 0 as n ~ oo, where II' []var is total-variation norm (cf  e.g. 
Deuschel and Stroock, 1989, p. 64). In particular, existence of  a non-random m E 
DR such that for  all e > O, 
P(pL(Mn,m) > ¢ [ Zi < ""  < Zn)---+ 0 (n ~ cx~) (2.6) 
implies that also, for  all ¢ > O, 
P (pL(L ,m)  > ¢ [NA = n) ---* 0 (n --~ oo). (2.7) 
Remark 2.3. Expression (2.6) says that conditional on the Z1 . . . . .  Zn arranging them- 
selves in increasing order, Mn converges in probability to a non-random limit. The 
measure H determines the distribution of the Zj as in (2.4), and we shall prove in 
Section 3 for a fairly general class of measures H, not only hazard measures, that the 
Zj satisfy (2.6). This has some independent interest. We will also establish enough 
continuity properties of the limit m that the convergence (2.6) will imply (2.5). Then, 
when in Section 6 we specialize H to hazard measure, Theorem 2.2 will give us (2.7). 
In the proof of our large-deviation result for records, Theorem 6.3, we will show 
that the probabilities p,(B) and vn(B) become close in a different (ratio) sense from 
that of total-variation norm. Expression (2.7) could alternatively, but less directly, be 
deduced from Theorem 6.3. 
Some more notation: 2 denotes Lebesgue measure on R 2. For any f "  ~2 __~ ~, 
fV(B) := supf(x) ,  fA (B)  := ~nf f (x ) .  
xcB 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Set 
LH( (Z .s .Z . . j+ ,  1) < 
j=0 
Zn j "= (Z( ! )  (2) ,-rig .Z~) ) for j = 0 . . . . .  n + 1. Since 
n 
hV(A) Z 2((Z,j ,  Z,.j+I )) 
j=0 
// 
~nj /',~n,j+l nj , 
j=0 
t/ 
(,) <~ hV(A)(b(2) a(2)) V(Znt j+l ~(I)] 
j=0 
we find from (2.5) that for every r/ > 0, 
p ~-~H((Z. j .Z. . j+,) )  > ,71z, < . . .  < z .  
j=0 
Therefore, for every 0 < t/ < 1, 
Now for any Borel set B in ~2, 
- -+0 ( n ----~ oo ). 
> 1- t l lZ i  < . . .  < gn)  --+ 1. 
H(B)  = EN,  >~P(N8 >>- 1 ) = 1 - Q(B), 
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SO 
1 >~ Q(B) >~ 1 - H(B), (2.8) 
whence, for all n~>n0(q), 
P __Q((Z, / ,Z , , j+I ) )  > 1 - r/IZ, < " -  < 
j=0 
~1 -q .  
We have for a < xl < ... < x~ < b that (recalling (2.1) for the notation A I")) 
n 
[ I j=l  H(dxj) /H(A ) 
n P(Z /Edx i  for j=  1 . . . . .  n lZ1  < ""  < Z, )= f4,.)[ I j=IH(dzi)/H(A) 
n 
[I/=1 H(dxj)  
= .f],,, [I~=, H(dzj)"  (2.9) 
Put z0 := a, a.+~ := b. To bring the next calculation down in size, let us write e(z) 
for e(zl . . . . .  z,), H(dz )  for H(dz l ) . - -H(dz , ) ,  and Q(z) for [I~_0 Q((g/,aj+l )). Then 
for every B E ~(DR),  
v,,(B) = JA" l{e(z)  E B}Q(z)H(dz)  
fA,., Q(z)H(dz)  
q)fA~°, l{e(z)  E B}1{Q(z) > 1 - r/} H(dz)  
>~(1 
Ji.~,., H(dz) 
~>(1 - t/) (p,,(B) - 
L,,,, l{Q(z)~< 1 - ) q}H(dz)  
j 0 
When n>~no(q) the conditional probability in the last expression is at most q, so the 
expression as a whole is at least p,(B) - 2q. Thus, for these n, 
inf (v,(B) - pn(B))>~ - 2q, 
BC.~(DR )
so that Hr. -/lni[var ~4q. Since q was arbitrary, the result follows, ,] 
3. Convergence to a non-random limit 
A real-valued function g on A is called L-superadditive or lattice-superadditive if 
g(y(I) ,y(2))_ g(x(1),y(2))_ g(y(~),x(2))+ g(x(l),x(2))>~O for all x < y in A. This 
property has the following characterization (see Marshall and Olkin, 1979, pp. 146 & 
150 and references therein). 
Proposit ion 3.1. Suppose g • A --~ ~ is continuous on A and the mixed partial deriva- 
tive (~2.q(x(l),x(2))/~x(l)~x(2) exists on A °. Then g is L-superadditive on A if and onh' 
(f i!2.q(x ( i ), x (2))/~x ¢ 1 )~X (2) ~. 0 on A o. 
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The substantive result of  this section is as follows. 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose H is a measure on ~2 that has a continuous density h on A 
with log h bounded and L-superadditive on A. Let Zi ,  Z2 . . . .  be iid random vectors 
with common distribution given by (2.4). Then there exists a non-random m E DR 
such that fo r  each e > O, 
P (pL(Mn,m)  > e[Z I  < . . .  < Zn)~O (n~) .  (3.1) 
Remark 3.3. We may change the conditioning to be that Z~ . . . . .  Zn are totally ordered. 
Thus, under the same conditions as in the Theorem, we easily gain the conclusion that 
there exists a non-random m E DR such that 
P(pL(M~,m) > e I z ,  . . . . .  zn can be ordered) ~ 0 (n -+ ~x~) (3.2) 
for each e > 0. For, neglecting the event of probability 0 where two or more of the Zi 
coincide in some component, the conditioning event is the union of the disjoint events 
{Z~(1) < Z~(2) < -.- < Z~(,)} as g ranges over all permutations of 1 . . . . .  n. Within 
each subevent he set-up is identical to that in the theorem, apart from a relabelling, 
so the extension to (3.2) is clear. 
Remark 3.4. The proof of Theorem 3.2 proceeds by a sequence of lemmas. We work 
with a discretized version of the path M, ,  and our main estimate of its probability 
distribution in path-space, within the event that Z1 . . . . .  Z ,  are in increasing order, is 
Lemma 3.6, where upper and lower bounds are derived. These involve functionals 
Sk(p)  and Sk(P) of the discretized path p, and a product of factorials. The latter we 
eventually evaluate by Stirling's formula (in the final stages of the proof of Theorem 
3.2), and it will ultimately give rise to an entropy contribution to the large-deviation 
rate function. But first a lot of work is needed to prove concavity properties of the 
functionals Sk and Sk, sufficient to establish that the distribution of the discretized 
path concentrates on its most likely location. This identifies the limit path to within 
the mesh of the discretization. A final compactness argument hen gives the actual path 
convergence. 
Proofs. Pick k c [~ and let A] = AkXAk where Ak is the simplex {p = (P2 . . . . .  P*) : 
Pi ~>0, )-]~1 Pi = 1}. The notation for a generic point of A~. will be p = (p(l),p(Z)) 
where each p(i) = (p(j) . . . . .  p~i)) c Ak. We think of A 2 as a subset of (~,)2, the 
2k~limensional space of all points x = (xO),x(2)), where x (i) = (x(/), . . . ,x~ i)) with 
the :~i) real. The orthant in which all the a~. i) are non-negative will be denoted (Ek+)2. 
For x, y C (Ek)2 we shall write xy T for 
2 k 
x,l,y ,,T + x,2,y,2,T= Z 4i'4 i' 
i=l j--1 
Also we need a norm on (lI~k)2: [IX]] = II(x~t~,x~2~)[I := IIx(l)l]l v IIx~2)ll~, where 
k 
[Ix")[l~ := ~ [x~i)l ( i  = 1 ,2 ) .  
j= l  
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We cut the sides of A each into k ~>2 equal-sized pieces, bounded by points 
t! :=aii) + J(b I ' ) -a  It)) ( j=O, l  ..... k; i= 1.2), 
and define a 'discretization' map dk : DR ~ A~ on the parametrized paths by dk(f) := 
(d2l)(f(l}).d22)(f(2))), where  d2i ) ( f  (i)) : :  (d~/? . . . . .  d~:k )) and 
> 
d~//) . -  f( i)(t( i)  F(i)tt(i) ~, • --. / ) - -+  ~'j IJ ( j=2  . . . . .  k), 
for i -  1, 2. 
The result of applying the discretization map to the sample parametrized path M,, 
is that from the l~:omponent empirical d.f. M~ 1), we get the proportions of the I 
component of the observations in the cells [g'), t~11>], (t~l 1), 4' )] . . . . .  ( t~  1, b<')], and sim- 
ilarly for the 2~component. The image dk(M~) lies in the subset A2. of A~ consisting 
of all p = (p<,),p<2)) E A~. such that the entries p~i) ofp{i)= (pit) ..... pit)) are ra- 
tionals with denominator n. In Lemma 3.6 below we will estimate the probability that 
dk(M,,) equals a generic element of this subset. 
Now the above subdivision of the sides of A divides A into k 2 congruent cells 
A,., : :  .t._i,t "l') t~ ')1 × (t12_),, tl, 2)1 (H,t! : :  1,2 . . . .  . k) .  
Define hk, h_k " A ---+ N by 
k k 
hk(Z) :=Z~-~I{z  EAuv}hV(A.,,) (Z CA), 
u 1 t ,= l  
k k 
ha(a) :=ZZI{aEA, . ,}hA(A . ,  ,) <aEA). 
u- - I  v I 
m For any p C A 2, let s~ ) = s~)(p):= £, : : ,  p(i i) for  i = 1, 2 and m = O, 1 . . . . .  k, and 
define functions Sk, _Sk, Uk, Tk, _T k " (~ )2 __+ [--OC, OO] as follows: 
k 
ZZ<<"As :  2,) "<'> <2, , ,+  - (s~_ 1Vs,,_~/1 log - -  
u=l t,=l 
--OO 
hV(Au,,) 
(p ~ A~ ), H(A ) 
elsewhere, 
hA(A.,,) <p ~ ~), 
H(A) 
elsewhere, 
k k 
Z( (S ( I ,As I2 ) )  . ( I ,  
- -  [Su  I 
u: l  v=l 
--,~Q) 
(2) . .+  Vs, 1)/ l og - -  
  g',logg ') 
i=1 j= l  
OO 
+ 2 logk 
elsewhere, 
Sk(p) := { 
S k(p) := { 
Uk(p) := { 
When p = 0, interpret plog p as 0. 
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Lemma 3.5. With inverses defined as in (2.3), 
fo I hk( f~(P) )  dp Sk(dk(f ) )  = log H(A) ( f  • DR), (3.3) 
fo j h-k(f~(P)) Sk(dk(f) ) = log H(A) dp ( f  • DR). (3.4) 
For the special case when f = ( fO) , f (2))  is 9iven by 
1 ~ l{zJi)<~t} (i 1,2; t E [R), f ( ) j ( i ) t  := - = 
n 
j=l  
for some points z~ < z2 < " " " < Zn in A, we have 
I hk(zJ) _ en~,(a,([)), H hk(zJ) _ e,S_,(a~(f)). 
j= l  
(3.5) 
Proof. F ix f  E DR. As p increases through the interval (0, 1] the values f~(p)  enter, 
in order, a sequence AI , . . . ,Am,  say, of the sets Auv. Thus, there exist 0 = P0 < Pl < 
" ' "  < Pm= 1 such that f ' - -(p) E Ai for P l - l  < P<~Pl, for l = 1 . . . . .  m. Now 
those cells Auv that are one of the sequence A1 .... ,Am are characterized by there be- 
)/,¢(1) f( l)(tO)) A f(2)(t~2)). ins an l such that Pl-I = f ( l  ' ' u - - l )V  f(2)(t(v2_)l) and P/ = 
The other cells are those not entered by the path and lying above it, for which 
f(z)(t¢,2_) I > f¢l)(tO)), and those not entered by the path and lying below it, for which 
f¢l)(t¢u~ , ) > /(2)(t~2)); in either case, f¢')(t (')) A f(2)(t~2)) < f(l)(t¢u~ 1) V f¢z)(t¢v2_) l ).
So 
-Sk(dk(f)) 
= Z Z (fO)(t~ul)) A f(2)(t~2))) (I) O) -- ( f  (tu-I ) V f(2)(tl,2_) 1 ) log - -  
u=l v=l 
hV(Auv) 
H(A) 
m hV(At) 
= Z(p! -  p /_ , ) log  H(A--~' 
/=l 
and (3.3) follows; (3.4) is similar. 
For the first formula in (3.5) (the other is proved similarly), we have f+--(p) = 
n ~']~j=l z j l{ ( j -  1)In < p<~j/n}, so that by (3.3), 
_ hk(z j ) ,  
Sk(dk(f)) = ~ nl log 
j= l  
whence the formula. [] 
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Lemma 3.6. Let Z,, 22,. . . be iid random vectors with common density given b>’ 
(2.4). Then for every p E Ain, 
&,(P) 
n’ p= (np!“)! 
< P(d&l4,) =p, z, < ” < Z,) 
11 J' I 
Proof. We may write the event we are to bound the probability of as {(Z,. , Z,,) 
E I?,,,~}, where 
2 k 
En,, := nn{(zl ,..., zn) E ([W2jn : t;!, <Z;5;.i,+, <Z;;;y,+2 <. . < z;y:,,Gtj”}. 
i=l .j=l 
i 
The said event thus has probability SE, p n?(h(zl)dz;/H(A)). By the previous lemma, 
_ 
e”“A’P’IH<P(dk(M,,) =p, ZI < ... < Z,,)<enSA’P)I,,, 
where I, := SE,,, dzl . . dz,. And this last integral is easy to evaluate: 
L=fgI/.../l{x ,,..., Xnpll’ E(f!,,tj')]}l{x, < .” < xnpj”}dx, . ..dXNpli. 
1x1 j=l 
The conclusion follows. 0 
Lemma 3.7. Set 
h”(&) 
hi,, := log H(A) ~ (u,v=l,..., k), 
1, 
,UL := h u+l,P+l -h u+l,1 -h,,,.+, +h,,. (u,P= I,..., k). 
Then .for p E Ai, 
k-l k-l 
Sk(p) = &(p) - 7-x l{SL2) <S;)}(S;) ~ S!,2’))‘ur, 
u=l r=l 
where 
k-l k-1 
Rk(p> := ~d,,)(h,, - h,,,,,) + xs;?‘(hp, - hk.p+,) + hkk 
u=l l-1 
k-l k-l 
= c d?(h, - h+l,l) + c pL2’(hk, - hk,r+,) + hkl, 
u=l 1’= I 
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Proof, We have 
k k 
Sk(P) ~-~-~. ,  (2) s( , ) l l  r (l) s~Z)}((s~l)Asl2)) . (1) ,, (2) = tts~,-i < u J /su-i < -is,,-1 vs,,-i))h.; 
U=I v=l 
k k 
Z Z ( l r  (I) S~,2) ~(1)1,(2) , t  (2) e ( l )< ,  e(2)' le( I)  = ~tSu -1 < < a u f%~ + l ISv_ l  < °u "~°v J~u 
u=l V=I 
- I , tSv_ l  < a,_l < l, J%- l - l{s , -  ~<sv-t < ,- 
k k k - I  k 
~S(u l )~. r  (2) S(I)<c(2)~/~ __~--~c(l)V~.r (2) (1) <s~2)}hu+l ,  
~- l~Sv_  I < l i S t , _  1 < "--v-or j , ,uv L..~Ou ~ Su v 
u= 1 v= 1 u= 1 v= 1 
k -1  k k - I  k 
l (S~ 2) S~])}hu,- -~S~, 2) ( l )}hu,  v+ 1 ÷~-~ s:2) Z l{s :  l), < ~ l{s:2, ~<s~ 2) <s~, 
v=l u=l  v=l u=l 
k-- l  k 
= l tSv_  l < ( - -  
u=l v=l 
k - I  k - I  
÷ ~-~ S~2) Z ,'r~l.Su_(I) l ~S~ '2) < S(ul)}( hut' -- hu. ~+,) +hk/,.. (3.6) 
/,,~l U=I 
But the claimed expression for Sk(P) equals, by telescoping, 
k- I  k- - l  
°(2) < s~)}(h .~,  _ h..~,+, + h,,,.,,+, hk,~,) R (p) +  sl, 
v=l  u=l 
k - I  k-- I  
- -  . x 'v+ 1 , , 
u=l v=l 
k - I  k k - I  k - I  
v=l u=l u=l  v=O 
k--I k k 1 
v--, _(2) , )}(h,.,v-h. ~+, )+ ~ s~2)(h~ ,~+l-ha,,) l{s(o'? , , 
v=l u=l  v=l 
k-- l  k k l 
c (1 ) -~(2)1" [ / '  -huv)  Zs(.1)(h.l h.+ l l ) ,  - -  Z S(ul) Z l{s(t'22, < Ou "~'~v J'l,t'u-kl,t, - -  - -  , 
u=l  v=l u=l 
which reduces, on inserting the defining formula for Rk, to the expression (3.6). [] 
Lemma 3.8. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.2, all 7u~, are non-negative, and Sk 
is concave. 
Proof, Without loss of  generality, we may assume that the normalization constant 
H(A) in the defining formulae of the hu~ is 1. As logh is L-superadditive, 
log h(x (l), x ~2) - log h(x II), y(2) ) _ log h(y (l), x (2)) + log h(y (l), y(2)) ~> 0
for anyx  <y inA.  
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Fix u,v C {1 . . . . .  k}. Take the components x (~) and y(2) of x and y so that logh 
attains its supremum in A u,~,+~ at (x (~),y(2)), and take the components yC~) and x (2) so 
that logh attains its supremum in A~+l,,, at (y(~),x(2)). Thus, 
log h(x) - h~,,,+l - h~+l,~, + logh(y) >~0. 
But these choices put x in Au,, and y in A,+I,,.+I, so log h(x)<<, h,,, and log h(y)<<, h,+l,,.~l, 
and we conclude 7~,, ~>0 as claimed. 
As the 7,, are non-negative, the result of Lemma 3.7 may be written 
k- lk  1 
~k(P) = Rk(p) + Z Z min((sl'2) - S(1 ))~;uv, 0). 
u I t-¿ 
Now Rk is an affine function, so concave. In the sum, each summand is the point- 
wise minimum of two linear functions of  p, so concave. So Sk is here expressed as a 
finite sum of concave functions, and is thus itself concave. 
Remark  3.9. If any of the ~,~,, are negative then we can prove Sk is not concave and 
our proof of Theorem 3.2 collapses. We doubt if there is a unique limit curve without 
concavity of Sk at some fine enough k. Essentially, this is the condition that log h be 
L-superadditive. 
Lemma 3.10. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.2, Tk has a unique maximum at 
a point qk = (q~l),q~2)) in ri(A~), the relative interior of A~. On the components q/ 
q~i)= (q~,) . . . . .  q~) we have the bounds 
m 
m + (k m)e 6Chk/max(m,k-m) 
IcB 
m <~ 
m + (k - m)e -6C,,k/max(m,k m) 
where B is any set of m elements of {1 . . . . .  k}, and 
h(z) 
Ch := z~aSup lOgH-- ~ . 
(i = 1,2), (3.7) 
Proof .  We need the following (2k - 2)-dimensional subspace of (@k)2: 
VA := {X = (X(I),X (2)) E ([~k)2 : X(I)lV = 0, X(2)l T = 0}, 
where 1 is the row k tuple of  ls. Its 2-dimensional orthogonal complement is
Wk := {x = (ul, vl) "u,v ~ E}. 
Note that A 2 is a convex subset of  the affine flat k - J (1 ,1 )+ Vk in (~k)2. 
Pick u, v C {1 . . . . .  k}. The set o fp  C A N for which sl, 2) - s(~ 1) = 0 is the restriction 
• X-'" x (1 ) -~ '~ l X(w 2) = 0} in (IR~) 2 to A N. These of  the hyperplane {x C (~k)2 L~w=l . . . .  
hyperplanes for the various u, v decompose the polyhedral closed convex set A N into 
2 1 2 m a finite union of polyhedral closed convex sets Ak( ) . . . . .  Ak (k )  say, with disjoint 
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relative interiors. Pick p in one of these relative interiors, then S (1) # SI, 2) for all u, 
v = 1 . . . . .  k. For sufficiently small (in norm) ~ E Vk the indicator functions in the 
expansions of  Lemma 3.7 of  Sk(P) and Sk(P + ~) have the same values as each other, 
SO 
k- I  k - I  
~(I)~ f~(l) .~--" x(l) (2) 
u=l v=l w=l w=l 
Thus 
=Rk(p+g)-Rk(p) -~-~-~l{s l ,  2) < S( I )}(  (~(w I ) -  ~(w 2) ~uv 
u=l v=l w=l w=l 
k -1  k - I  
= ~(h l l  - hw+l , l  )~ I / )  ÷ Z(hk l  -- hk, w+l )~(w 2) 
w--I w=l 
k - I  k - I  k - I  k--I k - I  k -1  
- E; E; <s 2, < + E; E; 1 < , .=  
w=l u=w v=l w--I u=l v=w 
The terms 7'uv are non-negative and so any partial sum of them lies between zero and 
k- I  k -1  k - I  
~__~Z,uv :Z(hu l  --huk ÷hu+l,k -hu+l, l )  
u--I v=l u--I 
= hll -- hkl -- hlk + hkk ~4Ch. 
Thus, we may rewrite the above as 
2 k 
S*(P + ~) - -Sk(P) = ~ 2-.~ (i), gi),/ 
i=l  j= l  
. ( i ) t  . (i) /~i)! where the q~ are bounded in absolute value by 6Ch. Further, if we set q j  ;=  - -  
k-' ~tkl q~i), then the q~i) also have absolute values bounded by 6Ch, and we have 
2 k 
q/o / ,  
i=l  /= l  
since 6 C Vk. Thus, 
sk(p + ,~) - sk(p) = q(t)Ta (P,P + g C A2(O), 
where q(l)= (qO)(l),q(2)(l))6 Vk and has components bounded in absolute value by 
6Ch. In terms of  the space S~ := {x c (~k)2 : ]Ix[] = 1} this can alternatively be 
written 
Sk(p ÷ td) - -Sk(p) = tl~(l) Ta (p C A2(l)) 
for every d c 5 2 n Vk, and every sufficiently small t > O. 
(3.8) 
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The remaining p in ri(A 2) are those on the boundaries of several of the A~(I), and 
for those p (3.8) still holds but with q(l) depending on d, in that the value of l is any 
of those for which p + td E A~(l). Thus, at any point p E ri(A~), the derivative of Sk 
in any direction d E S 2 fq Vk is q(l)Vd, where I is the index for which p + td C A2(l) 
for small t > 0. Since -S~. is convex, and equal to ~c off A 2, we conclude that its 
subdifferential (cf. Rockafellar, 1970, Section 23) ~( -Sk) (P)  at p is the set of convex 
combinations of these directional derivatives and of all vectors in Wk. Thus, 
D(-Sk)(p) = Mk(p)+ W~ (p E ri(A2)), (3.9) 
where Mk(p) is a convex subset of V~, all of whose elements t /=  (q(I) qc21) have their 
. (i) bounded in absolute value by 6Ch. components qj 
The convex function -Tk  on (g~k)2 has subdifferential 
~(-T~)(p)  = ~( -sk ) (p )  + ~Uk(p) (p E (~k)2) 
by Rockafellar (1970, Theorem 23.8). For p E ri(A~) we have by Rockafellar (1970, 
Theorem 25.1), and (3.9), that 
D(-T,  )(p) -- Mk(p) + Wk + {27Uk(p)}. 
The jth component of the ith subvector of ~Uk(p) is 1 + log p;-(i). Let r(p) = (r~l)(p). 
r(2)(p)) be the element of Vk with components 
k 
j tP :=- logp/  +k- l~ ' log  ( i=  1,2; j 1 . . . . .  k), 
/=1 
then we can re-express the subdifferential in orthogonal-decomposition f rm, 
d ( -Tk) (p )  = Mk(p) + {- r (p )}  + Wk (p ~ ri(A~)), (3.10) 
where Mt.(p) + {-v(p)}  C Vk. 
Since Sk is concave and Uk is strictly concave, Tk = Sx - Uk has a unique maximum 
at qk, say, where qk E A 2. In fact, qk E ri(A 2) as we now show. For the restriction of 
Tk to A 2 is continuous. Suppose we pick any point P0 on the relative boundary of A~ 
. (1) (2 ) .  and a straight-line path from P0 into ri(A2). Since P0 = [P0 ,P0 ; has one or more 
components pg] equal to 0, the corresponding logarithms in the expression for rC/)(p) 
will be large at points p on the path close to P0, and will dominate the contributions 
from the uniformly bounded sets Mk(p) in the expressions for D(-Tk)(p) for the 
various p. Hence, it is straightforward to calculate that, close to P0 on the path, the 
direction of the path has negative scalar product with all members of the set D(-Tk )(p); 
that is, -Tk  decreases as we move on the path from P0 into ri(A2). So qk cannot be 
P0, and is thus in ri(A2). 
From the definition of subdifferential we obtain that 0 ~ ~(--Tk)(qk), and since 
qk E ri(A 2) we find from (3.10) and orthogonality that 0 6 Mk(qk) + {--r(qk)}, that 
is, v(qk) C Mk(qk). So the absolute values of the components of r(qk ) are bounded by 
6C;,; (3.7) then follows from Lemma 3.11 below, with c := 6C~. ~., 
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Lemma 3.11. Fix c > 0 and integers k >~m>~ 1. Let Pl . . . . .  Pk be positive reals sat- 
isfyin9 
log 1 k pj - -~ ~ log Pt 
/=1 
and 
k 
~-~Pl = 1. 
l=1 
Then 
m 
m + (k - m)e  ck/max(m'k-m) 
~<c ( j  = 1 . . . . .  k) (3.11) 
(3.12) 
m 
m 
<<" Z PJ <~ m + (k - m)e  -ck /max(m.k -m)"  
j= l  
(3.13) 
Remark 3.12. The bounds are sharp, in that by taking pl . . . . .  Pm := a, and 
Pm+l . . . . .  Pk := b, and choosing a and b appropriately, either bound can be 
satisfied, within the constraints, whatever the values of  k and m. 
Proof. First observe that the constraints bound all the pj away from 0. For instance, 
(3.11) gives that logpj<<.k -I  logpl  +c  fo r j  = 2 . . . . .  k, hence 
k 
1 = Z PJ ~ Pl + (k - 1)eCp'l/k 
I 
~< (1 +(k -  1)eC)pl/k, 
which is a lower bound on Pl. 
Consider the following problem in the variables Pl . . . . .  Pk: minimize s :--- ~-'~" pj 
subject to 
k 
1 
logpj  - ~ ~-'~logpt~<c ( j=  1 . . . . .  k), (3.14) 
/=1 
and (3.12). Standard constrained-optimization techniques reveal that the constraints 
(3.14) for j = m + 1 ... .  k must be non-slack at the minimum, so the variables 
pm+l . . . . .  Pk are equal, necessarily to (1 - s ) / (k -m) .  We then find that each inequality 
(3.14), for j = m + 1 . . . . .  k, becomes 
1 m k-m 1-s  
1 - s ~ ~'  log P / -  - -  log ~< c,  
log k - m k k - m 
/=1 
that is, 
1 z 1 -s  k 
mE - - -c - - .  log P/>~ log k - m m
l=1 
Exponentiate and apply the arithmetic mean-geometric mean inequality: thus 
_s >~ 1 -- S e_ck/m 
m k -m 
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Rean'anging this gives 
m 
s>~ (3.15) 
m + (k - m)e "~k/m" 
In the similar constrained-optimization problem of minimizing s := ~ '  p/ subject to 
k 
1 
l ogp / -  ~Z logp/>~-c  ( j=  1 . . . . .  k), (3.16) 
/ 1 
and (3.12), it is again straightforward to show that, at the minimum, all of Pro÷l,---, Pk 
must equal (1 - s ) / (k -  m). The first m inequalities of (3.11) then give 
L >~ ck ( j  = 1 ,m). 
l - s  
k log p / -  logpl  - (k -m) log~_  m .... 
/ -1  
Adding these, obtain 
L 1 - s ck 
1 log P/~> log k - m k m" m 
/ I 
The same calculations as above then give 
m 
s~> 
m + (k - m)e ck/~k m)" 
This and (3.15) give the left-hand inequality of (3.13). 
With (3.12), the left-hand inequality of (3.13) gives 
k 
m k m _ = pj~<l 
rn + (k - m)e ok/ .... ~,,.k-m~ k - m + me -Ck/max~m,k-m)" 
i m+l  
Replace m by k - m to get the right-hand inequality of (3.13). E3 
Lemma 3.13. For an), p E A 2 k' 
l 
Tk(p)  - Tk(q~) ~< - ~llp - qkll 2, 
where qk is the location of  the unique maximum ~ff" Tk, as in Lemma 3.10. 
Proof. As noted in the proof of Lemma 3.10, 
0 c ,~(-~)(q~) = ~(-sk)(q~) + {VUk(qk)}. 
So ~TUk(q~. ) ~ OSk(qk ), that is, Sk(P) <~Sk(qk ) + (~TUk(q~. ) )V(p_  qk ). Rearranging, and 
adding Uk(q~) Uk(p) to both sides, we obtain 
Tk(p) Tk(qk)<~(VUk(qk))v(P -- qA-) -- Ux.(p)+ Uk(q~). 
Let HU~.(p) be the Hessian matrix (matrix of second-order partial derivatives) of U~ 
at p. Then, by a two-term Taylor expansion of U~. about q~, 
Tk(p)  Tk(qk)~ ½(P -- qk)vHU~.(P')(P qk), 
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where p~ is a point on the line segment between qk and p. Since HUk(p) = diag(1/p~/)) 
we conclude that 
- -  1 ~P) - qk/ ) 
Tk(p)--Tk(qk)<~ -- ~ i=l j=l ~j(/~7 ' 
where p~ = (p(~)t,p(2)p) has components p~i)/. Finally, 
2 k . (i) (0-2 2 k 
[P) - qkj ) 
/=1 j= l  P j  i=l j= l  
1 Z[p~i)__q~i)[  
i=l j= l  
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. The result follows. D 
Lemma 3,14. Let [p] := maxi=l,2 maxj=l,...,k p~i) for p E A~. Then for f ,g E DR, 
PL( f ,g )<~Pu( f ,g )  < . IIdk(f) --dk(g)[I + Idk(f)] + [dk(g)[. 
Proof. This is straightforward, from the definitions, and is left to the reader. [] 
The map dk has no unique inverse but it will be convenient o define ck : A~ --~ DR 
as follows. For p = (pI1),p<2)), where p(i) = (pli) . . . . .  p~i)), set 
Ck(p) :=  (C~ l ) (p ( l ) ) ,  C~2)(p(2))) ,  
with 
(t <~ a(i)), 0 
1=11J[ ÷ Pj t!i) .(i) \'j--I "~7 ' J = 1 . . . . .  k), 
-.i - - t j _  I 
1 (t  >1 b (i)) 
for i = 1, 2, so that c]i)(p(i))(.) is the function with value ~-~=, pl i) at t! i) for j = -j , 
0, 1,. . . ,k,  and linearly interpolated in between. We then have 
dk(Ck(p)) =p (p E A~). (3.17) 
On the other hand, ck(dk(f)) is a smoothed version o f f .  
Proof  of Theorem 3.2. From the inequality form of Stirling's formula (cf. e.g. Feller 
1970, 11 (9.15)) we have 
n logn-n  < iogn! < 1 + ½1og(2n)+(n+ ½) logn-n  
for positive integers n, and indeed for non-integers if we interpret n! as F(n + 1). 
Replace n by np where p C [0, 1]; hence, 
1 log(2n)+(np+ ½) log n+np log p-np.  nplogn+nplog p-np<, log(np)! < 1+~ 
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From Lemma 3.6 we thus have that for p E A~,, 
-2n  log n + 2n + n log 2(A) + nTk(p)  - k logn - k(2 + log(2~z)) 
<~ logP(dk(M, )=p,  ZI < .." < Z~) 
~< - 2n log n + 2n + n log 2(A ) + nTk(p) .  (3.18) 
Choose c > 0 and set 
6:=~ 
Choose an integer k so large that 
loghV(A~,)- loghA(Auv) < ½6 
and 
(3.19) 
(u,v = 1 . . . . .  k) (3.20) 
1 C 
< - .  (3.21) 
1 + (k - 1 )e -6G,k/(k- 1) 8 
From (3.20), (3.3) and (3.4) it follows that 
Sk(P)--_Sk(P) < ½6 (p E A~). (3.22) 
With k chosen, we have from Lemma 3.10 that Tk has a unique maximum at some 
qk ~- ri(A~). Since the restriction of Tt- to A~ is continuous at qk we may choose 
e' > 0 so small that 
-- -- 16 (3.23) Tk(p)  > Tk(qk) - -~  
for all p in the ball B~,(qk) := {p E A 2 ' lip - qkll ~c '} .  We also make c' < </8 and 
small enough that B~,(qk)cr i (A2) .  By (3.22) and (3.23), _Tk(p) > Tk(qk) -  6 for all 
such p. So from (3.18), 
P( l ldk(M,)  - qkll <~c', Z~ < .. .  < Z~) 
> Z exp(-2n logn + 2n + n log 2(A) 
pC 4~,NB ,(qk) 
+n(T~(qk ) - c~) - k logn - k(2 + log(2rr))) 
> (nc')zk exp( -2n log n + 2n + n log 2(A ) 
+n(Tk(qk)  -- 6) -- k logn - k(2 + log(2~))), 
since there are at least (ne~) 2k points of A~, within B~-,(qk). 
On the other hand, from the other half of  (3.18), 
1 Zl < <Zn)  P( l ldk (M, ) -  q~.[] > gc, --. 
< Z exp( -2n logn+2n+nlog)~(A)+nTk(p) )  
PcA~,\B 's(qk )
< Z exp ( -2n  log n + 2n + n log ).(A ) + n(Tk(qk ) -- 26 )) 
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(by Lemma 3.13 and (3.19)) 
< n 2k exp ( -2n  log n + 2n + n log 2(A) + nTk(qk ) - 2n6) 
----o(P(l ldk(M,)--qkll<d, Z~ < .- < Z, ) )  (n~oo) .  
It follows that 
I p(lldk(M,)-qkll~<ulZl <-- .  <Z, )~ l  (n~) .  
Write m~ := ck(qk). Then dk(m~) = qk by (3.17). By Lemma 3.10 and (3.21) we 
know q~/ < ¢/8 for all i = 1, 2 and j  = 1 . . . . .  k; that is, Idk(m~)[ < e/8 in the notation 
of  Lemma 3.14. If Ildk(M,) - 6(m~)ll ~<e/S then it follows that [dk(M,)[ < e/4 and 
so, by Lemma 3.14, pL(Mn, me)<~Z/8 + Z/8 + ¢/4 = ¢/2. Thus 
_<1 Zo) P(pL(gn,nt¢) - ~z I Zj < . . .  < 
>.P(l ldk(g,)-d~(m~)l l<,.½z l Zl < . . .  < g , )  
1 (n --+ oc). (3.24) 
Since (DR,pL) is a compact space, the sequence (ml/j)j=l,2 .... has a subsequence 
mj/j, convergent to m, say. Then if we pick j~ so large that pL(ml/j;,m)<.-.¢/2 we 
conclude finally that 
P(pL(Mn,m)<<.C l Zl < . . .  < Zn) >~P(pL(Mn, muj[~)<~ ½s l Z1 < "'" < Zn) 
---+1 (n --* oc ), 
as desired. [] 
4. Characterization of the limit 
For probability measures p, v on a common measurable space the I-divergence 
(Kullback-Leibler information umber, relative entropy) is 
d# log - -  if p << v, 
D(pl[v) := dv 
oc if not. 
(cf. Csiszfir, 1975). Note that D(p[]v)>~O. 
Theorem 4.1. Assume the conditions of  Theorem 3.2, and define T : DR ---+ [--oc, oc) 
by 
fo I dp - D(p(f) l l2A ), 
h ( f~(p) )  
T ( f )  := log H(A) 
where 2A is the uniform probability law on A. Then in Theorem 3.2, m is the unique 
element of  DR that maximizes T. Furthermore, we have the following. 
(a) The convergence can be strengthened to uniform." for each c > O, 
P (p , (M, ,m)  > ¢ [ Z 1 < "'" < Zn)  ----+ 0 (n --+ oc). (4.1) 
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(b) m & continuous, and m(i)(a (i)) = 0 and m(i)(b (i)) = 1, fi)r i = 1, 2. 
(c) For i = 1, 2, and any a(i)<,t<~fl <~b (i), 
6 + (I -- (~)e 6Ch/max(&l-6) <~ m(i)(t') -- m(i)(t) 
6 << 
6 + (l -- ~)e -6G': max(&l-~)' (4.2) 
where 6 : -  (t' - t)/(b (i) -a( i ) ) .  Therejore, m (i) is absolutely continuous, since it is 
Lipshitz. 
(d) T is upper semi-continuous on (DR,PL), and concave. 
Remark 4.2. The integral in the definition of T( f )  is always finite, whereas the term 
D(II(f)]]ZA ) takes values in [0, vc]. For T( f )  to be finite it is necessary that the 
component functions f(i) of f  be absolutely continuous. 
The above theorem enables us to recast Theorem 3.2 in terms of our first notion of 
parametrized curve in Section 2, namely, in terms of random elements of  the space 
DL. ZF, ~ is such a random element. Inverses are as in Remark 2.1. 
Corollary 4.3. Under the conditions of  Theorem 3.2, Jor each s > 0, 
P(pu(Z[ , ] ,m ~)  > e I Z1 < " < l . )  0 (n 
Let B f be the set of  non-decreasing right-continuous functions 4) : [a ¢l),b (I)] -~ 
[aI2),b<2)]. This is a suitable space for a non-parametrized version of a curve joining 
the Zj or Rj, and for its limit(s). For 4) C B/" we have 4)(x) = fa~~' q~(u)du + 4)s(x) 
where 4)s is singular. When 4)s is identically zero 4) is absolutely continuous and we 
renotate q~ as 4)', its Radon-Nikodym derivative. 
In Deuschel and Zeitouni (1995) it is shown that under suitable conditions the 
limit non-parametrized curve for the Z/ is that (or those) 4) maximizing the 
functional 
b (I) 
Let us show that this functional is a projection of ours, so that the two solutions are 
consistent. The following is based on a communication from O. Zeitouni to one of us, 
which we acknowledge with gratitude. 
For f E DR define 4)f by 
inf{y • f(2)(y) > f(I)(x)} if f ( I ) (x)  < 1, 
4)f(x) := b(2) if not 
for a(l)<~x<~b (1). One may check that 4)/ ~ B/ ' .  As we shall establish in the proof 
of  the next result, f(2) in cases of interest has an inverse f¢2)~, so we are setting 
4)/(x) := f (2)~(f(1)(x))  here. 
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Proposition 4.4. Assume H has density h which & such that log h is bounded on A. I f  
m maximizes T over DR then C~m maximizes J over B 7. Conversely, if ~b maximizes 
J over B / then it is absolutely continuous, and furthermore f~, oiven by 
v/h( x, ~b(x))~t(x) A2),. , 1 /h (~(y) ,  y) 
f~')'(x) := J(~k) ' J4, tY) := J (~V ~(~~'  (4.3) 
maximizes T over DR. 
Remark 4.5. This result applies even in the Deuschel-Zeitouni cases of non-unique 
limits. That is, if there are several m that maximize T then each corresponding q~m 
maximizes J, while if there are several ~ that maximize J then each corresponding f ,
maximizes T. 
Proofs 
Lemma 4.6. Let v be a probability measure with support contained in a bounded 
interval I := (a,b] in ~. Fix k c ~, set tj := a + j(b - a)/k for j = O, 1 .. . . .  k, and 
consider a kth approximation vk to v, defined by 
k 
dvk(x) := E l{ti_, < x<~tj} v_(tj__l,tj] dx. 
j=l tj - t j - l  
Then D(vkl121)~ D(vll2t) as k ~ oo, where 21 is the uniform probability law on I. 
Proof. Note that Vk converges to v narrowly. Since D(. ]]21) is lower semi-continuous 
with respect o the narrow topology (cf. e.g. Deuschel and Stroock, 1989, p. 69), we 
have D(vl] 21 ) ~< lira inf D(vk ]] 21). We complete the proof by showing that D(vk [] 21 ) 
D(vH21) for each k. We may assume D(v]]21) < oo, so v is absolutely continuous with 
density f ,  say. Then, with 9(x) := xlogx, 
k 
D(vkl121 ) E( t j  , ,v(tj_l,tj] v(t#_l,t#](b- a) 
= j=l - tj-1 t~ ti---1 log tj . . . .  - t j _ l  
k ( f t l J ' f (x )dx~ +v(a,b] log(b-a)  
= E( t j - t j - ' )g  tj--tj-1 J 
j=l 
k 1 LtJ 
<~ y~(t j - t j -1 )~ 9(f(x))dx+v(a,b] log(b-a) 
j=l 
(by Jensen's inequality) 
Z = f (x )  log((b - a)f (x))  dx. 
The right-hand side is D(vll2t). [] 
Lemma 4.7. For each f E DR, 
Tk(dk(f)) --~ T ( f )  (k --~ oo). (4.4) 
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Further, .qiven c > 0 there exists k = ko(c) such that for all k >~ko, 
T(ck(p)) - e<~Tk(p)<<.Tk(p)<~T(ck(p)) + e (p C A~). (4.5) 
Proof. logh is uniformly continuous on A, so we may choose k0 such that loghk(z ) -  
logh_k(Z)~<e for all z EA and k>~ko. By Lemma 3.5, 
fo I h ( f~(P) )  O<~Sk(dk( f ) ) -  log H(A~ dp<~c ( f  C DR, k >~ko). (4.6) 
Now it is readily checked that 
Uk(p) = D(l~(ck(p))ll2A) (p C A~.). (4.7) 
For any f C DR, the measure #k( f )  := I~(ck(dk(f))) is a smoothed version of 
/z(f),  the smoothing being that of  Lemma 4.6. From (4.7) we have UK(dk(f)) = 
D(#~:(f)ll2A ), and so by Lemma 4.6, 
Uk(d~(f))  ---+ D(u(f) l l2A) (k ~ cxD). 
With (4.6) this gives (4.4). 
With k0(¢) as above, pick k >~k0 and p E A~, and set f  := ck(p). Then dk( f )  = p by 
(3.17), so the right-hand inequality of  (4.5) follows from (4.6) and (4.7). The left-hand 
inequality may be established similarly. E3 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We first prove (a)-(d) .  
(a) We first show that 
pL(ck(qk),m) ~ 0 (k --~ ~) ,  (4.8) 
where qk is as in Lemma 3.10. Fix ¢ > 0. In (3.24) we proved that for each sufficiently 
large k, 
P(pL(M,,ck(qk))-~.~6 [Z1 < ""  < Zn) --~ 1 (n ~ ~) .  
Fix upon any one of these k. Pick a value of  n so that the above conditional prob- 
l and so that also P(pL(Mn, m)<~6/2 I Zi < ""  < Z , )  (which ability exceeds ~, 
There must thus exist an ele- we know converges to 1 by Theorem 3.2) exceeds ~. 
ment co of the event {Zj < --. < Zn} such that both pk(M,(co),c~(qk))<~6/2 and 
pL(M,(o)),m)<<.6/2. Therefore pL(ck(qk),m)<<.6, and (4.8) is proved. 
We prove m is continuous. Choose 6 > 0, then make k so large that pL(ck(qk),m) < 
6. ]-'his implies that for i = 1, 2, 
m(i)(x + 6) - m(i)(x)~c~!)(q~i))(x + 26) - ¢]!)(q~i))(x - 6) + 26. 
The difference between the values of ~')'-~i)" Ck [qk I on the right is at most the sum of the 
numbers q~ij) over I36k/(b ~i) -a~i))] ÷ 1 consecutive values o f j .  From (3.7) it follows 
that this sum is at most a bounded multiple of  6. Continuity of m to follows. 
With m known to be continuous, (4.8) becomes equivalent o 
p,(ck(qk),m) --~ 0 (k ~ ~x~), (4.9) 
and we also deduce (a) from (3.1). 
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(b) Continuity has been proved above. Since for i : 1, 2 and all k, Ck(qk) ( i ) (a  ( i ) )  : 0 
and ck(qk) ( i ) (b  ( i ) )  - - - -  1 by construction, the values of  m at the end-points follow from 
(4.9). 
(c) By (4.9), 
m(i)( t ') - m(i)( t ) ---- lira ( ck( qk )(i)( t ' ) - ck( qk )(i)( t ) ) 
: l i ra  
k ---* oo  
where the sum is over those integers j satisfying 
t - a (i) t t - a (i) 
b(i) - -  a~k<~J  < b(i) _ a(i) k" 
This is a sum of the q~) over m = k6 :t: 1 consecutive indices j, so must satisfy the 
(3.7) bounds. As k --+ oo, m/k ---+ 6, so the bounds converge to those in (4.2), which 
is thus proved. 
(d) Since dk is a linear map and Tk = Sk -- Uk is concave, the composition Tk odh. = 
Sk o dk - Uk o dk is concave. By (4.4), T is concave. 
We now show that the map f ~ f~ logh( f~(p) )dp  is continuous on (DR,pL). 
If PL( fn , f )  ~ O, where f , ,  f E DR, each component f ( i )  converges to f ( i )  in the 
Skorokhod M1 topology. Inversion is a continuous operation under this topology (cf. 
Whitt, 1980, Section 7), so f ( i )~  --~ f ( i )~  in the Ml sense. Since the map g 
f l  l ogh(g(p) )dp  on DL is Ml-continuous, we have the continuity of  the map we 
want. 
As noted earlier, D(.  [12A) is lower semi-continuous on the space MJ of  probability 
measures on A, under the topology of  narrow convergence. Since (DR, PL) is equivalent 
to the subset of  product measures in MJ, it follows that D(#(.)[I2A) is lower semi- 
continuous on (DR, PL)- With the continuity proved in the previous paragraph we thus 
have (d). 
It remains to prove that m is the unique element of  DR that maximizes T. First, 
T(m)~ lira supk_.~ T(ck(qk))  by (4.8) and upper semi-continuity of  T. 
Since T is concave, there is an j~ C DR at which T attains its supremum. Choose 
c > 0 and fix k large enough, as by (4.4) we may, so that 
Tx.(dk(3~)) > sup T_  ~¢.1 (4.10) 
Also make k so large that T(m)  > T(ck(qk) ) -  ¢/3, by the above, and to be at least 
k0(¢/3) in Lemma 4.7. The latter two considerations give that T(m)  > Tk(qk) -  2 
Since qk maximizes Tk it follows that T(m)  > Tk(dk( fo ) ) -  2 ~¢. With (4.10) this gives 
T(m)  > sup T -  ~, and so m maximizes T. We have also established 
T(m)  = lim Tk(qk). (4.11) 
k--~ oo 
To prove uniqueness, suppose both m and m0 maximize T. Then all convex com- 
binations of  them do so too, as T is concave. Since both f l  l ogh( .~(p) )dp  and 
-D(#(-)][2A) are concave, it follows that D(p(bm+ (1 -6 )m0) [ [2A)= bD(p(m)[[2A) 
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+(1 -6)D(#(mo)IIZA) for all 0~<6<~ 1. The right-hand side is 
L d24 d#(m) log d#(m) 
• d2A 
+ ( 1 -- ~) L d,'].A d#(mod~A ) log d#(mo)d2A 
Since #(/~m + (1 - 6)too) = 6#(m)  + ( 1 - 6)#(too), the le•hand side is 
(6 d#(m) + (1 - b)d#(mo)) log (6 d#(m) 6) d#(m°) 
Jl d)oA \ d2A dZA J \ dJoA +(1-- ~d) .~- )  
Because of the strict convexity of the function g(x) = x logx, equality of the two sides 
forces the Radon-Nikodym derivatives d#(m)/d2A and d#(m0)/d24 to coincide a.e., 
and that implies m = m0. Thus, the maximizing m is unique. 
Proof of Corollary 4.3. From Theorem 4.1(b) we know m(i)(a (i)) = 0 and m(i)(b <i!) = 
1, while from (e) of the same result m ti) is absolutely continuous (since T(m)  > -~) .  
Indeed, (c) yields that m(i)'(t)>~c for 0 < t < 1, where c := e -6c' > 0. Suppose that 
f E DR has 6 := pu( f ,m)  < 1, so that I f ( i )(t)  - m(i)(t)l<~6 for a(i)<~t<~b (i). Then it 
is elementary that I f t i )~(p) -  mU)--(p)l ~< 6/e for 0 ~ p <~ 1, so that p, ( f~,  m~ ) <~ 6/c. 
On the event ZI < -.. < Z,, M~ coincides with Z[,.1, so we conclude the result by 
applying the above to (4.1). 
Proof of Proposition 4.4. (Based on a communicat ion f rom O. Yeitouni).  For f  ~ DR 
such that T( f )  > -~c, f(I) and f(2) are absolutely continuous, and 
I b l l '  
L' ,,'<,<"[ dx.f<lV(x)logf(i)'(x) T(F )  :- an logh( f (1 ) - - (p ) , f (2 ) - - (p ) )  - 
- dy f (2 ) ' (y ) log f~2) ' (v )  IogH(A)2(A) .  
Any candidate for maximizing T must also have f ( i ) '  strictly positive over (a(i),b(i)); 
this may be proved by an argument involving directional derivatives, imilar to that in 
the proof of Lemma 3.10 but in the space DR in place of A 2, and again using the fact 
that the function xlogx has infinite slope at 0+. We may thus restrict consideration to
such f .  Then q5 = qSt. will be a strictly increasing differentiable function from [a II), b (ll] 
onto [a(2),b(2)], given by qS(x)= f (2 ) - - ( f ( l ) (x ) ) .  
In the first integral in the above formula for T( f )  substitute p =: f ( l ) (x ) ,  making it 
,h i  I I 
~,, dx.f (I)'(x) logh(x, ~b(x)), 
and in the third integral substitute y = q~(x), making it 
b ( I )  .t~l I ) . 
• = . . . .  L 
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b (I) 
T( f )  + logH(A)2(A) = fa~,, dx f(i),(x) log h(x,~(x))q¥(x)(f(,),(x)) 2 
[b'" v/ h(x, 4~(x ) )4~'(x ) 
=2 dx fO)'(x) log 
aa", f(I)'(x) 
We normalize the numerator of the fraction: 
( )//' J- T( f )+logH(A)2(A)  = dx f(I)'(x)log J(c~)-t 
2 ,, f(')'(x) 
+ log J(~b). 
We apply the 'Gibbs' inequality that, for probability densities p, q on [~, 
q(x) . _ 
f{x:p(x~q(x)>O} p(x) log dx ~< 0, 
Ch(x, 4~(x ) )4~' (x ) 
(4.12) 
with equality if and only if p = q a.e. (cf. e.g. Goldie and Pinch, 1991, Lemma 4.5.1 ). 
Since both f(l), and J(¢b) -1 v/h(x,(a(x))c~'(x) are probability densities the inequality 
says the integral in (4.12) is non-positive, and equals zero if and only if the two 
densities coincide a.e. The supremum of T( f )  over all f consistent with the fixed 
~bEB / is thus 
sup T( f )  = 2 logJ(~b) - logH(A)2(A). 
{f:~bf=~} 
Thus, T is maximized if and only if J is maximized and the optimum 4) and f are 
connected by ~b = ~bf. We have also shown above that for the optimal f and q~, namely 
m and if, m (1) is given by the left-hand formula in (4.3), and a further calculation using 
m~e)(x) = m(l)(~k'--(x)) then yields the formula for m (2). [] 
5. Large deviations 
Theorem 5.1. Under the conditions of  Theorem 3.2, 
P(Z I  < " • " < Zn)  = e n( -2  log n+2+log 2(A)+T(m)+o(l)) 
and 
(n ---, ~)  (5.1) 
P(ZI . . . . .  Z. can be ordered) = e n( - l °gn+l+l°g2(A)+T(m)+°( l ) )  (n --~ oo). 
Further, for every F C ~-~(DR ), as n ~ ~,  
exp(n(s~pT+o(1) ) )  <~en(2l°g~-2-l°g;IA))p(Mn EF, Z, < ' "  <Zn)  
F 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
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with closure and interior under the PL metric. The latter implies that 
- in f l  <~liminf . . . .  l l ogP(MnEF lZt  < < Zn) 
F ° n~cx> n 
~< limsup-1 logP(Mn E F IZI  < . . .  < Z , , )~ - inf l ,  
n~ n f 
where I " DR --+ [0, oo] is defined by l ( f )  := T(m) - T ( f ) ,  and is a ',qood, convex 
rate function' in the terminoloqy of  Deuschel and Stroock (1989). 
Proof. We write P,(A) for P(A, ZI < . . .  < Z , )  throughout his proof. 
First note that (5.1) will follow from (5.3), on taking F to be the whole space DR. 
Then (5.2) follows since its left-hand side is that of (5.1), times n!. 
Second, I is a 'good, convex rate-function' because by Theorem 4.1(d) it is lower 
semi-continuous and convex, on a compact space. 
So the only task is to prove (5.3). Let Mn~. := ek(dk(M~)). We first fix upon a 
Borel set F in (DR, PL) and prove that, given c > 0, for all sufficiently large k and 
for all n exceeding some no(k) we have 
exp(n( -2  log n + 2 + log 2(A) + sup 7' -- c)) 
tic, 
<<.Pn(M,,k E F) 
~< exp(n( -2  logn + 2 + log 2(A) + sup T + ~)). (5.4) 
F 
For the upper bound, note that T is finite at each point ck(p), for p E A~, so the 
bound holds trivially if T is identically -oc  on/ : ,  both sides being 0, since for no p is 
it then the case that ek(p) E F. Otherwise, fix k ~>k0(e/2) in Lemma 4.7, and calculate 
Pn(M,,k c F) = Z Pn(dk(M.)  =p)  
{vea~°:c~(v)~r} 
~< Z exp(n( -2  log n + 2 + log 2(A) + Tk(P)))  
{ve~2,,:ck(p)~r} 
~< Z exp(n( -2  logn + 2 + log )~(A) + T(ck(p)) + 12s)) 
{pCa~,:ck(p)Cr} 
~<n 2k exp(n(--2 logn + 2 + log ).(A) + sup T + ½e)), 
P 
where we used (3.18) for the first inequality and (4.5) for the second. The bound 
follows for all sufficiently large n. 
The lower bound holds trivially if supro T = -~,  so assume otherwise and pick 
f E- F ° so that T ( f )  > suproT-  ~c.I Let 3 > 0 be such that a l l f  E DR with 
PL( f , fc )  < 6 are in F. 
Now because T( f )  is finite, f~ is in the set C of continuous elements of DR, so 
Idk(f ) t  < ¼6 for all k>~kl, say (where again the I" I notation is that of Lemma 3.14). 
Fix upon such a k that also exceeds k0(e/16) in Lemma 4.7, and is large enough for 
- -  I Tk(dk( f ) )  > r (~) -  ~c (5.5) 
as (4.4) ensures is possible. Write q := dk( f ) .  
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As the restriction of Tk to A~. is continuous we may find q > 0 so small that 
Tk(p) > Tk(q)-~cl  for all p E B,(q). We also make ~/ < ~6.1 Then for all p c B,(q), 
lt'l ~< lip - qll + Iq] < ½6 so that by Lemma 3.14, 
1 l 16=6.  pL(c,(p),f~)<~lJp-qll + IPl + [ql < ~6+ y6+ 4 
Thus ck(p) C F. Also 
- -  I Tk(p) > Tk(p) -  ~e (by (4.5)) 
- -  I > Tk(q)-  ~e 
> T( fc ) -  ~c (by 5.5) 
1 > sup T - ~e. 
fo  
Finally, 
P.(M.k ~ r) 
= Z Pn(d*(Mn) =p)  
{pCA~ :ck(p)EF} 
~> ~ exp(n(-2 logn + 2 + log 2(A) + __Tk(p) - k log(2ne2n)) 
p6 A2,AB,I(q) 
(by 3.18) 
~> ~ exp(n(-2 log n + 2 + log 2(A) + Tk(p) - i t ) )  
pGA~ NB,(q) 
(for large n) 
>~ ~ exp(n(-21ogn+ 2 +log2(A)+supT-e) ) ,  
pGA~ nB.(q) F° 
and the sum is over a non-empty set if n is large enough. The lower bound in (5.4) 
follows. 
We next establish that for all 6 > 0, 
lira limsupn-~(logPn(pL(M,k,Mn) > 6)+ 2n logn)=-~.  (5.6) 
k~o(3  t /~o~ 
Let As := {p E A~ " p~i) > 6 for some i,j}. Now if (pj . . . . .  p~) is an element of 
Ak such that one of its components Pi has value 6'j>6 then the elementary 'Fano 
inequality' of information theory (see, e.g., Goldie and Pinch 1991, Theorem 2.9.3) 
gives that 
k 
-~pjlogpj <~ log2 +(1-6 ' ) log(k -1 )  
1 
~< log2 + (1 - 6 ) log(k -  1). 
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Without this restriction the entropy -~1 Pi log pj has upper bound log k. Thus, if 
p C A,s then 
2 k 
i=1 i--1 
~< - 21ogk + logk + log2 + (1 - 6) log(k - 1) 
~< log2 + (1 - 6)log(1 - k -1)  - 61ogk 
~< log 2 6 log k. 
Since 
P,(pL(M,,k,M,,) > 6)4 Z P,(dk(M,,)=p), 
p ~ A ~,, Y3A ,s 
we obtain from (3.18) that 
eenl°g"Pn(pL(Mnk,mn) > 6) <~ Z 
p~! A~,, qA,s 
pGA~,,NA,~ 
exp (n(log 2(A) + Th-(P))) 
exp (n(log2(A) + Ch -- U~.(p))) 
n2ken(iog2)_(A)+Cj, 0 Iogk), 
and (5.6) is proved. 
Let F be a closed subset of (DR,pL) and let Fi~ denote the open 6-neighbourhood 
around it. Then for any 6 > 0 and k ~> 1, 
P,,(Mn C F)<~P,,(M,,k C F~)+P,,(pL(M,,k,M~) > (~). 
Hence, by (5.4) and (5.6), 
l imsup ( 1 logP,,(M~ E F )+ 21ogn - 2 - log)o(A)'~ ~< supT (5.7) 
for every 6 > 0. It is well known that supK,,r --+ sup~,r as 6 ,~ 0, at least if the 
assertion is put in terms of the rate function I; cf. Deuschel and Stroock (1989, Lemma 
2.1.2). So the upper bound in (5.3) is proved. 
get G be open in (DR,pL), p ick f  ~ G and make 6 > 0 so small that the open 
26-ball around f ,  N2,~(f), is contained in G. Then for each k ~> 1, 
P,,(M,4 C N~(f))<,P,(M, E G) q- P(pL(M,h.,M,)>~6). 
By (5.4) and (5.6) it follows that 
l iminf ( ! logP, , (M~EG)+2logn 2-1og)o(A) )~> sup K 
n~oc  N,~(f) 
whence the lower bound in (5.3). El 
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6. Application to records 
Theorem 6.1. Let Xi, )(2 .. . .  be iid with distribution F having continuous density f
on A. Set h(x) := f (x) / (1 -F (x ) )  and suppose further that 
(a) F(b) < 1; 
(b) log f  is bounded on A; 
(c) log h is L-superadditive on A. 
Define L as in Section 2. Then there exists a non-random m E DR such that for 
every c > O, 
P(pu(L,m) > c I Na = n) --+ 0 (n ---+ oo) (6.1) 
and 
P(pu(RD.],m*--) > e ]NA = n) ---+ 0 (n ---+ oo). (6.2) 
Further, m is the unique element of DR that maximizes T, and the other conclusions 
(b)x(d) of Theorem 4.1 also hold. 
Corollary 6.2. Let Xi, X2 .... be iid with independent continuous components: Xl  = 
(X(J),X(2)) and 
P(X(l) C dx (I), X(2) E dx (2)) --- fl(x(l))f2(x(2))dx(l)dx(2), 
where each density f i is continuous and has bounded logarithm on [a (i), b(i)]. Suppose 
also that 
P(X(l) ~b(I))p(x(2) ~b(2)) < 1. 
Then the result of  Theorem 6.1 holds. 
Theorem 6.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 6.1, and in particular under the con- 
ditions of Corollary 6.2, 
(2(A)e r(n') + o(1))n 
P(NA = n) = (n!) 2 (n --+ oo), (6.3) 
and likewise for P(NA >~ n). 
Further, for every F E M(DR ), as n --+ oo, 
exp (n(SrUpT+o(1,))<-%en(el°gn-2-l°g~'(A)'P(LEF, NA =n)  
<<,exp(n(supT+o(1) ) ) ,  (6.4, 
\ \ f 
with closure and interior under the PL metric. The latter implies that, with I as in 
Theorem 5.1, 
- in f l  ~< liminf 1 logP(L E F I NA = n) 
F ° n~-+OC n 
~< lira sup 1_ logP(L E F I NA = n)<~ -- infL 
n-.--+ oo  n /= 
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Proofs 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Conditions (a) and (b) imply logh is bounded on A. With (c), 
the conditions of Theorem 3.2 are thus satisfied. So the conclusions of Theorems 3.2 
and 4.1 hold. The latter gives that the components rnti) of m are strictly increasing, and 
that fact together with the conclusion of Theorem 3.2 yields (2.5). So by Theorem 2.2 
we conclude (2.7), and the properties of m then allow us to deduce (6.1) and (6.2), 
exactly as in Theorem 4.1(a) and Corollary 4.3. [] 
Proof of Corollary 6.2. Since 
h(X(l ),x (2)) = fl(x(l))f2(x(2) ) 
1 -- El (x (I))F2(X (2)) ' 
logh is L-superadditive if and only i f -  log(1 -Fl(x~l))F2(x~2))) is L-superadditive, 
and the latter is so by Proposition 3.1 because 
22 - log(l - F(xtl))F(x¢2))) fl(x(I))f2(xt2) ) 
>0 
¢~X(2)~X (1) ( l  - -  FI(x(I))F2(x(2))) 2 
on A °. The conditions of Theorem 6.1 are thus satisfied, whence the result. L] 
Lemma 6.4. Under the conditions of Theorem 6.1 there exists a constant CQ such 
that 0>~ logQ(B)>~ - CQH(B), for all Borel subsets B of A. 
Proof. By its definition, Q is non-increasing: Q(B) >~ Q(C) if B C C. So for any Borel 
set B C_ A, 
Q(B)>~Q({x : x<<,b}) = 1 - F(b) > O, 
the equality being by Goldie and Resnick (1989, Corollary 2.5). Put CQ := - (F(b)) -1  
l og ( l -  F(b)) > 0, then logx>~ -CQ( I  -x )  for 1 -F (b)<.x<~ 1, so that from the 
above, 0~> logQ(B)~> - CQ(I - Q(B)), and the result follows via (2.8). El 
Proof of Theorem 6.3. Eq. (6.3) follows from taking F := DR in (6.4). Also the 
large-deviation bounds follow from (6.4). To prove (6.4), note that 
/ .  H 
P(LE  F, ?CA =n)= ] i{e(z, . . . . .  Z , )E F}H(dZ l ) " .H(dz , )HQ( (z j ,  zj+I)), 
.I,4 Inl j-:O 
with Z0 := a, Zn+l :----- b, and that the right-hand side becomes P(M,, E F, Z~ < ... < 
Z,,) if we omit the product at the end. Now by Lemma 6.4, 
1/> 1-I O((zj, zj+l )) ~> exp - CO Z H((zj, z/+, )) 
j=0 j=0 
- j=0 
> exp(-CQH(A)). 
So (6.4) follows from (5.3). 
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